
 This cordless clipper is equipped with lithium-ion technology, allowing for a two-hour clipping time and one-hour 
battery charge time. The charger unit features an LED display indicating the current charge level on the battery. XPLOR-
ER clipper is very powerful, ergonomic and quiet. Single-speed rotary motor runs at 2,450 double strokes per minute. 
Blades are interchangeable, making this clipper ideal for cattle and horses. Clipper comes complete with durable hard 
case, recharging stand, two Li-Ion batteries, 31-23 Heiniger blade set, screwdriver, brush, blade oil and instruction man-
ual. 
708-403  Heiniger XPLORER Single Speed Cordless Clipper
708-520  Heiniger XPLORER Replacement Battery

XPLORER Clipper

PROGRESS Clipper

HANDY Clipper
 The HANDY Clipper is quality Swiss-made and delivers 3200 double strokes per minute. The HANDY Clipper is quiet 
and has a 16’ cord. Clipper comes complete with a durable plastic case, Heiniger 35F-17 blade set, manual, cleaning 
brush, clipper oil and a screwdriver.
701-870  Heiniger HANDY Single Speed Clipper

 This clipper runs quietly, blades stay cool and it features a 16’ cord, making it the best solution when clipping ner-
vous horses. Combining its slim grip, quick tension blade adjustment and being overall lightweight, ensure this clipper 
is user-friendly, increasing user control and decreasing operator fatigue. Single-speed rotary motor runs at 2,200 double 
strokes per minute. Clipper comes complete with durable hard case, 31-23 Heiniger blade set, screwdriver, brush, blade 
oil and instruction manual. 
707-503  Heiniger PROGRESS Single Speed Clipper 
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Large Animal Clippers
Since 1965, Heiniger has set the standard for quality, precision 
and reliability in animal shearing and clipping equipment. 

 This clipper features a powerful motor, making it effortless to clip cattle and horses quickly. The clipper is lightweight 
and the clipper body is contoured for a good fit in the operator’s hand. XPERIENCE Clippers offer a low vibration level 
thanks to the unique connection between the head and fiberglass housing. Single-speed rotary motor runs at 2,500 
double strokes per minute. Clipper comes complete with durable hard case, 31-23 Heiniger blade set, screwdriver, brush, 
blade oil and instruction manual.
708-003  Heiniger XPERIENCE Single Speed Clipper 

XPERIENCE Clipper

 This cordless clipper is equipped with two lithium-ion batteries, allowing for a two-hour clipping time and one-
and-half-hour battery charge time. The charging unit features an LED display indicating the current charge level of the 
battery. There’s a charge level indicator integrated into the battery as well. XPLORERPRO is powerful, ergonomic, and 
quiet. This clipper has 2-speed levels with up to 2900 double strokes per minute. The patented Clipping Pressure Display 
ensures a more precise clipping and helps extend the clippers life. Blades are interchangeable, making this clipper ideal 
for cattle and horses. Clipper comes complete with a durable hard case, recharging stand, 2 Li-Ion batteries, 23-21 Hein-
iger blade set, screwdriver, brush, blade oil and instruction manual. 100-240 VAC, 50-60 HZ.
708-603  Heiniger XPLORERPRO Cordless Clipper
708-520  Heiniger XPLORER Replacement Battery

XPLORERPRO Clipper

Replacement Blades
703-200
#15 Top Blade

703-210
#17 Top Blade

703-220
#23 Top Blade

703-310
#31 Bottom Blade
Length after cutting is 2-4mm

703-320
#31F Bottom Blade
Length after cutting is 1-2mm

703-330
#35 Bottom Blade
Length after cutting is 2-4mm

703-520  General Purpose Blade Set (#21 & #23)
703-530  Standard Blade Set (#31 & #15)
703-550  General Purpose Blade Set (#31 & #23)
703-580  General Purpose Blade Set (#31F & #23)
703-600  General Purpose Blade Set (#35 & #17)
703-630  General Purpose Blade Set (#35F & #17)

Blade Sets

703-340
#35F Bottom Blade
Length after cutting is 1-2mm
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We stock all clipper blades and replacement parts

XPERT Shearer
 This shearer offers a low vibration level thanks to the unique connection between the clipper 
head and fiberglass housing. Quiet and cool operation ensure user and animal comfort. Blades 
are interchangeable and the quick tension adjustment knob makes this shearer versatile for many 
grooming situations. The cord is 16’ long. Single-speed rotary motor runs at 2,500 double strokes per 
minute. Clipper comes complete with durable hard case, Heiniger Edge Cutter - Ovina Comb blade set, 
screwdriver, brush, blade oil and instruction manual. 
708-203  Heiniger XPERT Single Speed Shearer

XTRA Shearer
 The XTRA Sheep Shearer features a patented floating fork system that provides even pressure 
across the comb and cutter, extending the comb and cutter life by up to 50%. This powerful shearer 
delivers 2400 double strokes per minute. The Xtra Sheep Shearer is quiet and has a 16’ cord. Heiniger 
Xtra Sheep Shearer comes complete with a Heiniger Jet Cutter - Ovina Premium Comb blade set, 
durable plastic case, screwdriver, oil, brush and instruction manual. 120 VAC, 60 HZ.
712-670  Heiniger XTRA Sheep Shearer

Shearers

Blade Care
3 in 1

 Heiniger Blade Care 3 in 1 Spray is the all-in-one spray that 
cleans, cools and lubricates blades in just one application. The 
spray does not leave residue in the animal’s coat. Heiniger Blade 
Care 3 in 1 Spray has a fresh fragrance and features a unique 
spay nozzle for precise application. Wt. 0.45 lb.  
720-600  Heiniger Blade Care 3 in 1 Spray.

Clipper Oil
 Specially developed, non-toxic Heiniger Clipper Oil 
increases performance, reduces friction, and enhances 
blade life. Heiniger Clipper Oil is suitable for all clippers 
and is sold in the 100 ml dispensing bottle or 500 ml refill. 
701-647  Heiniger Clipper Oil – 100 ml. Dispenser
707-102  Heiniger Clipper Oil – 500 ml. Refill

714-011  Diamond Cutter

714-151  Edge Cutter

714-010  Jet Cutter

714-000  Edge-Ovina Blade Set
714-001  Jet-Ovina Blade Set
714-182  Jet-Ovina Premium Blade Set

714-020  Ovina Comb

714-025  CamelID 714-117  Ovina Premium Comb

Blade Sets

714-078  Topaz Comb

714-059 Warrior Comb

Replacement Cutters & Combs


